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APRIL 2024 EXCLUSIVE DEAL: AVAN APPLAUSE AVAILABLE FOR JUST $129,990! 




Upgrade your travel experience this April with the Avan Applause 500 a testament to Australian manufacturing, all for the special price of $129,990. Dive into the perfect blend of high quality and affordability, with no compromises. Act quickly, as this deal is only available during April. *Base model price only*




The Avan Applause 500 is April’s motorhome pick, available for a limited time at $129,990 for the base model. This offer is a standout opportunity for those looking to combine travel with the comfort of home.




Key Features




The Avan Applause 500 showcases smart design, providing essentials for on-the-road living without compromising on style. This motorhome is equipped with a double bed, shower, toilet, and vanity, set within a layout that maximises space and comfort.




Design and Comfort




	Kitchen and Dining: Stainless steel and glass finishes provide a modern touch, ensuring durability and style.
	Storage: Overhead timber cupboards offer plenty of storage, keeping the space organized.
	Lighting: Adjustable lighting caters to different needs and times of the day, with both 12 volt and 240 volt options.
	Entertainment: A flat-screen LCD TV/DVD and antenna are included, making it easy to unwind wherever you are.





Built on Fiat Ducato




The Applause 500 uses the Fiat Ducato chassis, known for its reliability and design. The Ducato features a comfortable cabin, an MP3 compatible audio system, and safety features including airbags and crumple zones.




Limited Time Offer




Available at a special price only in April, the Avan Applause 500 offers great value. With comprehensive features standard in every model, it’s an ideal choice for those looking to hit the road in comfort and style.




**Terms: Price applies to base model only. Available at SA dealership, April 2024 only. For New Orders Only.





SEE THE AVAN APPLAUSE 500











Layout for Applause 500
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MARCH 2024 EXCLUSIVE DEAL: AVAN ASPIRE 555 AVAILABLE FOR JUST $49,990! *DEAL FINISHED*




Upgrade your travel experience this March with the Avan Aspire 555, a testament to durability, lightweight design, and Australian manufacturing, all for the special price of $49,990. Dive into the perfect blend of high quality and affordability, with no compromises. Act quickly, as this deal is only available during March. *Base model price only*




The Avan Aspire 555: Setting New Standards in Affordable Luxury Caravanning




Experience the pinnacle of caravan luxury with the Avan Aspire 555, a standout model in the competitive caravan market that redefines what affordable luxury on the road can look like. This masterpiece of design combines a spacious rear ensuite, an unbeatable array of standard features, and affordability in one elegant package, all priced under $80,000. Known for its large rear ensuite and exceptional price point, the Aspire 555 challenges the notion that high quality and full ensuite amenities must come with a hefty price tag.




Currently one of the market’s lightest ensuite caravans, the Aspire 555 not only stands out for its innovative design and ease of towing but also as one of the best value full ensuite caravans available. It combines cost-effectiveness with uncompromised quality, offering a wealth of features that set it apart. The Aspire 555 truly embodies Avan’s commitment to providing superior value, blending luxury, functionality, and affordability seamlessly for an unparalleled travel experience.




Lightweight Design Without Compromise




The Aspire 555 showcases Avan’s commitment to cutting-edge construction with its super strength smooth panel construction, enhancing both the caravan’s aesthetic and functional appeal. This leading construction offers superior insulation, keeping the interior cool in summer and warm in winter, while ensuring the caravan is resistant to dents and impacts. The smooth, sleek panels not only elevate the visual appeal but also contribute to the Aspire 555’s structural integrity, making it a low-maintenance, durable, and secure choice for travellers. The Aspire 555, one of the market’s lightest ensuite caravans, showcases Avan’s dedication to innovative and quality design. With over thirty years of refinement and the latest technology, it strikes an ideal balance between durability and lightweight construction. This ensures easy towing and better fuel efficiency, reflecting Avan’s commitment to excellence.




Australian Made for Australian Adventures




Proudly Australian-made, Avan caravans are built to withstand the diverse Australian landscapes, from coastal getaways to rugged outback adventures. The Aspire 555’s popularity is a testament to Avan’s ongoing revolution in the caravan industry, marked by sophisticated design and superior construction methods.




In summary, the Avan Aspire 555 is a compelling option for anyone in the market for a new caravan, blending affordability with luxury and practicality. Its strong, lightweight design, coupled with a suite of standard features and Australian-made quality, positions the Aspire 555 as a leader in its class. As Avan continues to push the boundaries of caravan design, the Aspire 555 remains a shining example of the brand’s innovation and commitment to excellence.




Suspension Upgrade Options for the Aspire 555




The Aspire 555 comes equipped with Avan’s Standard Beam axle suspension, renowned for its lightweight design and reliability through years of use. For those seeking enhanced performance, we offer two upgrade options: the AL-Ko IRS, which features independent rubber suspension for smoother travel and increased stability, and the AL-KO independent trailing arm suspension, designed for independent travel with higher clearance and improved off-road capabilities. With the Aspire 555, find the perfect suspension solution to meet your travel needs, whether cruising highways or exploring remote campsites.




Layout Options for the Aspire 555 Ensuite Caravan
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As the excitement builds, we’re thrilled to announce that the Let’s Go Caravan, Camping, and Outdoor Show is just around the corner. It’s that time of the year again when adventure enthusiasts and outdoor lovers come together to explore the latest in caravans, campers, motorhomes and all the latest gadgets.  And this year, Avan Adelaide is set to showcase the best models from Avan & Golf, offering something truly special for everyone looking to embrace the road trip lifestyle.




Why Avan Adelaide Should Be Your First Stop – Find us in Jubilee Pavilion at Site J20




Avan Adelaide is your go-to destination for Australian-made caravans, campers, and motorhomes. For over 30 years, Avan has been at the forefront of composite construction technology, creating lightweight yet incredibly strong vans. Avan & Golf’s commitment to quality and performance is unmatched, and we can’t wait to share our latest models with you.




Exclusive Dealer Rebates




To make this year’s show even more exciting, Avan Adelaide is offering exclusive dealer rebates across our entire range:




	Motorhomes: Enjoy a $3,500 rebate, making luxury and comfort more accessible than ever.
	Golf Caravans: Save $2,500 on Golf’s innovative caravans, perfect for your next adventure.
	Avan Caravans: Take advantage of a $2,000 rebate on our industry-leading caravans.
	Campers: Get ready to explore with a $1,500 rebate on our versatile campers.





Win Big with Our Competition




But that’s not all! When you visit our stand, you’ll have the chance to enter our competition. Simply scan the QR code at our stand to enter and you could win a Briggs & Stratton P2400 PowerSmart Generator valued at $1,599. It’s the perfect addition to your outdoor gear, ensuring you have the power you need, wherever your adventures take you.




Mark Your Calendars




So, if you’re passionate about finding the perfect Aussie-made caravan, camper, or motorhome, make sure to put Avan Adelaide on your list of must-visit exhibits. We’re located in the Jubilee Pavilion at Site J20, ready to welcome you with open arms and unbeatable deals.




Don’t miss out on this incredible opportunity to explore the best in outdoor living and adventure. The Let’s Go Caravan, Camping, and Outdoor Show promises to be an event to remember, and we look forward to seeing you there


            

        

        



Don’t Miss Out – Buy Your Tickets Online Today!
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Discover our range of demo model family caravans, now on sale with a great saving of $3,500. These demo models are like new, offering an affordable way to own a quality caravan. Ready for delivery, they’re an ideal choice for families eager to start exploring without delay.




Avan & Golf Family Caravans




Avan & Golf’s family caravans offer a blend of comfort and practicality, ideal for family trips. With over 25 years in RV manufacturing, their caravans feature innovative construction techniques for durability and lightness, improving fuel economy. Their unique smooth panel construction also provides better insulation, ensuring year-round comfort. These Australian-made caravans are a smart choice for families looking for a reliable, stylish, and efficient travel option.




Featured Caravans:




	Avan Aspire 555 Bunk Family Caravan
	Perfect for families, this caravan blends comfort with functionality. It’s designed to make your family trips memorable and comfortable. Equipped with spacious bunks and modern amenities, it’s your home away from home.
	View Avan Aspire 555



	Golf Tourer 650 Caravan
	Ideal for those who love a touch of luxury and space. The Golf Tourer 650 is the epitome of style and comfort, featuring high-quality interiors and ample room for family and friends.
	View Golf Tourer 650



	Golf Tourer 577 Family Caravan with Triple Bunks
	A dream come true for large families. With triple bunks and generous living spaces, it ensures that every family trip is packed with comfort and joy.
	View Golf Tourer 577



	Golf Savannah Maxxi 573 Poptop Caravan
	This spacious layout is ideal for a growing family and includes a full ensuite with separate shower and toilet. 
	View Golf Savannah Maxxi 573








Visit Us:




Come see these amazing caravans in person at our showroom:




	Location: 494 North East Rd, Windsor Gardens
	Experience: Walk through the caravans, feel the comfort, and talk to our experts who are ready to help you choose the perfect caravan for your family.





Don’t Miss This Opportunity!




These demo model family caravans are a rare find, combining quality, comfort, and affordability. With a significant saving of $3,500, now is the perfect time to make your family’s travel dreams come true.




Contact us today or visit our showroom to explore these fantastic caravans!
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            The Golf Tourer caravans are our impressive selection of lightweight adventure caravans.
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All consumers need to be aware of a scam affecting the automotive industry. The ACCC has provided guidance to help businesses and our consumers to stay protected from scams.




How this SCAM works?




	Email Compromise: The scam starts with a phishing attack compromising the dealership’s email account, allowing scammers to access and send emails from it.
	Fraudulent Payment Requests: Scammers email customers from this account, asking for payments or additional deposits with their own bank details.
	Deceptive Emails: Some scammers may use a similar-looking email address to contact customers.
	Customer Payment Misdirection: Customers, believing they’re dealing with the business, transfer money to the scammer’s account.
	Duplicate Invoicing: The scammer may send additional fake invoices, often undetected due to their access to business emails.





Signs that you may have been hacked:




	Missing emails or ones marked as read unexpectedly.
	Strange activity in your sent folder.
	Password access issues.
	Unexpected password reset notifications.
	Alerts about unusual sign-ins.





Protecting Yourself from Scams




Please be aware that Avan Adelaide will never request payments through a link. For your security, it’s always best to confirm our BSB and account number either over the phone or in person. 




	Secure Email Systems: Follow the Australian Cyber Security Centre’s advice for email security.
	Monitor for Filter Rules: Check for unexpected email filters, especially in Outlook.
	Strong, Unique Passwords: Regularly update passwords and ensure they are unique.
	Verify Bank Detail Changes: Confirm any changes via phone or in-person.





Ongoing Efforts by ACCC:




The National Anti-Scam Centre is actively working to disrupt these scams, including collaboration with law enforcement and financial institutions.




Stay vigilant and help keep your self protected from these sophisticated scams.
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For over 28 years, Avan has set the standard in the industry with its emphasis on lightweight and super strong caravans. Being proudly Australian made, Avan sets itself apart with its superior composite wall construction. Avan has established itself as a key player in the caravan industry over the past 28 years, focusing on the perfect blend of lightweight and robust designs. 




Using cutting edge technology, Avan streamlines production and adopts a cost saving manufacturing model, setting them ahead of other brands. This efficiency ensures they maintain their high quality standards, while also positioning their RVs at attractive prices. As a result, customers can experience premium RV travel, affordably.




With a wealth of experience in the RV industry, Avan demonstrates a keen understanding of what works and how to proficiently produce it. It’s not merely about building caravans; it’s about constructing reliable, lightweight and long lasting travel solutions.




1. Leading with Composite Wall Construction




Avan sets the benchmark in developing lightweight, super strong caravans through its innovative composite wall construction, providing a perfect blend of minimal weight and maximum strength across all models.




2. Better Fuel Efficiency




Given the rising fuel prices, a caravan’s weight can heavily impact the travel budget. Avan’s design significantly reduces fuel consumption, ensuring more economical trips.




3. Towable by More Vehicles




The lightweight design means more vehicles can tow an Avan Caravan or camper,  even selected hybrid and electric vehicles. As the automotive industry evolves, Avan will continue to meet modern travel requirements.




4. Benefits Beyond Weight




	Easier handling and increased stability on roads.
	Expanded travel options, thanks to fewer weight restrictions.
	Reduced carbon footprint due to less fuel consumption.





5. Over Two and a Half Decades of Building Lightweight, Super Strong RV’s




Avan didn’t just jump on the bandwagon—they created it. After 28 years, they continue to design and produce lightweight Australian Made vans, while ensuring superior strength.




Being the exclusive authorised dealer of Avan & Golf RV’s in South Australia, Avan Adelaide proudly brings the best of Australian Made caravan innovations to our customers. Explore the future of caravanning at our showroom at 494 North East Rd, Windsor Gardens.




Need more help understanding your tow limits? Reach out to the team on 8261 8442 and we’ll gladly help you get this critical information.





Looking for a Lightweight Caravan?
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As summer approaches, ensuring your caravan is road ready becomes a top priority. With Avan Adelaide, you can make sure your adventures are free from unexpected disruptions and that your caravan is in the best possible shape.  We’re more than caravan sales experts – we’re also committed to ensuring your caravan is safe and ready for the road with our thorough caravan service and safety checks, performed at our workshop, Adelaide Caravan Repairs.




Avan Adelaide’s Service & Safety Inspection Includes:




	Removal and cleaning of wheels and brakes.
	Examination and cleaning of bearings and seals.
	Inspection for wear on brake shoes, magnets, and bearings.
	Hubs reassembled with new grease, seals, and split pins.
	Lubrication and checking of suspension parts and coupling.
	Checking tension torque on coupling bolts
	Adjusting brake shoes and handbrake.
	Inspecting tyre conditions and ensuring up to date manufacturing.
	Checking operations of all lights: tail, brake, and indicators.
	Verification of breakaway operation and battery.
	Exterior silicone inspection and reporting.
	Check drop down legs operation and lubricate 
	Check Jockey wheel operation and, if needed, lubrication.
	Clean solar panels, if fitted.





Importance of Regular Caravan Servicing




Regular caravan servicing is essential. It prevents breakdowns, ensures safe travel and saves money by addressing small issues before they become big, expensive problems. Regular check ups also help to maintain the caravan’s value and keep it operating efficiently for longer. 




Regular caravan servicing goes beyond ensuring reliable road performance; it also maintains warranty compliance. Keeping up with your maintenance is an investment in peace of mind and the assurance of seamless, stress free journeys ahead.




Seeking a reliable service for your caravan?




Starting at $385 for single axle and $495 for tandem, plus parts, we offer straightforward and honest pricing. Our service technicians are not only experts; they’re fully qualified with years of hands on experience in the caravan industry. Book with Avan Adelaide today for a well-serviced caravan and worry free travels.




Secure Your Peace of Mind: Book a Caravan Service and Safety Check!




Ensure your caravan is ready for Summer adventures and book with our workshop, Adelaide Caravan Repairs. You can reach out to ACR via phone at 08 8266 5779, send an email to enquiries@adelaidecaravanrepairs.com.au or simply message them through their website using the button below.





Book Today
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Discover the perfect blend of strength, style, and sophistication with Golf Caravans. From sleek, feature packed hardtops to the cleverly designed pop tops, Golf Caravans has a model to suit all adventurers.




Built in Australia, these caravans are built using innovative composite panel construction,  ensuring superior strength without unnecessary weight.




Designed to take you further Golf caravans are perfect for adventure seekers. With smart, spacious layouts and an array of standard features, these vans are tailored to maximise adventure without compromising space or comfort. 




Adventure Caravans Ready to Hit the Road




Explore our range of ready-to-roll Golf Caravans, built to suit your adventure needs. From 2-berth layouts to spacious vans accommodating up to 8 people, our range offers something for everyone. If you haven’t had the chance to see Golf Caravans up close, make sure to include them on your must-see list.




Experience them first hand today at 494 North East Rd, Windsor Gardens.




What’s Available?





Golf Tourer 650 Bunk




Golf Savannah Maxxi 573




Golf Tourer 577 Triple Bunk 




Golf Savannah 499
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The Let’s Go Caravan and Camping Sale is just around the corner! Whether you are a seasoned camper or new to outdoor travel, this 4 day sale is your chance to grab a deal and get prepared for your next outdoor adventure.




Showcasing the best RV’s in the market all in one place – from caravans to camper trailers, motorhomes, campervans and more. Along with all the gear you need to enhance your road trip experience.




Lightweight and Super Strong Caravans by Avan and Golf




Don’t miss the opportunity to see the impressive range of Avan & Golf lightweight caravans, campers and motorhomes at the 4 day sale! Avan has established itself as a leader in the industry, building lightweight, superior strength vans with their unique composite wall construction.




Golf offer robust caravans with luxury fittings.  Designed for Australian rugged conditions, these vans are perfect if you are looking to explore further in comfort.




	Save the Date: Thursday 27 – Sunday 30 July 2023
	Location: Adelaide Showground
	Find Avan Adelaide in the Jubilee Pavilion – Site J20





Don’t miss your chance to snap up a great deal at the Adelaide Showground this July 27-30 , get your tickets online today. For the best caravans Adelaide, see Avan Adelaide!




Where can I buy tickets?




Tickets are on sale now and you can pre-purchase your ticket online. Everyone who pre-purchase their ticket online or at the gate, automatically go into the draw to WIN $4000 worth of FREE fuel.




If you prefer to purchase your ticket at the Adelaide Showground gates, you’ll be able to do so via the below options.




Please note, purchasing a ticket for entry to the event at the Adelaide Showground will be CASHLESS.




1.         Upon arrival at the Adelaide Showground, scan the QR code to purchase online with assistance from Oztix ticketing support staff.




2.         Pay for your ticket via tap and go using your card with Oztix ticketing staff. Please note we have made changes to this system and you do not have to




Purchase tickets below:





GET TICKETS
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If you are looking for a camper that’s ready to explore further, then Avan’s Adventure Plus campers are for you! With additional rugged features and greater ground clearance, these campers are perfect for any adventure enthusiast.




Avan Campers are the original no canvas camper and are renowned for their unique construction methods that delivers lightweight, yet super strong campers. This super strength smooth panel construction along with their insulated interior and tinted windows provides you with superior comfort all year round. Not to mention they offer better security than any other folding camper. The smart design of the Avan campers allow for super fast set up and pack down. In fact they can be erected in under 30 seconds, so you can start your holiday sooner.




It’s all about the lifestyle




Avan have maintained the popular layouts of both the Aliner and Cruiseliner, yet developed the Adventure Plus range for those who love their adventure lifestyle. Stacked with robust features to enhance your adventure, the Adventure Plus range is simply impressive. The upgraded 5″ chassis, combined with the independent coil suspension and 15″ wheels give you greater flexibility, while the air conditioner, 8-watt solar panel, gas/electric hot water service and external shower ensure the comforts of home are not forgotten.




Adventure Plus Upgrades




	Upgraded 5″ chassis
	Alko Off road hitch
	80 watt solar panel
	Independent coil suspension
	Upgraded wall hinges
	Upgraded draw runners
	Upgraded cupboard hinges
	Increased internal framing in wall structure
	Air conditioner
	15″ wheels with all terrain tyres
	Entry grab handle
	Radio CD player
	External speakers
	External gas bayonet
	External 12 volt and TV antenna point
	3 x external baggage doors
	Inner spring mattress
	Awning tracks
	Microwave
	DC charger
	12 volt van battery and charger
	2 x large winding domes
	2 x 60 litre water tank





Release your inner explorer and venture that bit further with an Adventure Plus camper. Our Avan Adventure Plus range is built to explore that little bit further down the unsealed road.




Of course, take extra care along uneven surfaces, avoid hard impacts and heavy landings and never cross waters at or above floor level.




For the experts in caravan sales visit Avan Adelaiude today. Our experienced team have a wealth of knowledge when it comes to the caravan and camping industry and can help you choose the right one for you.
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                                SAVANNAH MAXXI CARAVANS

                                Golf Savannah Maxxi are foldout style caravans that boast smart and spacious layout.
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                            Contact Us

                            
    A’van Adelaide

PH. 08 8261 8442

FAX. 08 8261 8444

494 North East Road Windsor Gardens, SA 5087

*Note: Call Adelaide Caravan Repairs for service and parts - (08) 8266 5779



                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            Opening Hours

                            
    Mon - Fri: 9am - 5pm

Sat: 9am - 4pm

Sun: Closed



                        

                    

                                    
                        
                             Caravans

                            	Avan Caravans
	Golf Caravans
	Family Caravans Adelaide
	Lightweight Caravans
	Used Caravans Adelaide
	Australian Made Caravans
	Off Road Caravans & Campers

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                             Our Services

                            	Sell, Trade or Consign
	Buy Back Option
	Service Department
	Parts and Accessories
	Accredited Caravan Dealer
	Caravan Handover
	Caravan Insurance
	Safe Towing Course
	Vantec Caravan Protection
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